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Outsunny 3x3 Meters Pop Up Water Resistant Gazebo Wedding Camping Party Tent Canopy
Marquee with Carry Bag and 2 Windows Black

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-430V00BK

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£194.99

£129.99 / exc vat
£155.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Easy pop-up design: A garden gazebo which goes up
quickly saving you plenty of time to focus on setting up
your party. Suitable for practically any outdoor gathering.
A carrying bag for easy storage and transport.
Four removable walls: Pop-up tent can create an open or
private feel. Walls come with zipped doors and windows.
Steel frame: Powder coated for extra strength this is a
strong core for this garden shelter. 3m x 3m gazebo with
sides comes with 4x guy ropes and 8x ground stakes to
pin to the ground.
Weather-resistant canopy: Silver-colour-coated oxford
cloth creates a UV and weather-resistant shield helping
avoid the weather when standing inside this party tent.
Dimensions: 2.95 x 2.95 m x 2.58m. Removable wall:
1.96Hm. Two people required to assemble.
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